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1. INTRODUCTION
A linear space S is an incidence structure of points and lines, such that
any two points are incident with exactly one line, any point is incident with
at least two lines, and any line with at least two points. A flag of S is a pair
( p, L), where p is a point incident with the line L. Also, S is non-trivial
provided some line has more than two points.
In [BDDKLS], a classification was announced of the pairs (S, G),
where S is a non-trivial finite linear space and G is a group of
automorphisms of S acting transitively on the flags of S. The purpose of
this paper is to contribute part of the proof of this classification.
The approach to the classification starts with a result of Higman and
McLaughlin [HM], according to which any flag-transitive group G must
act primitively on the points of S. Using this observation and the
O’Nan-Scott theorem for finite primitive permutation groups, it is shown in
[BDD, Section 5] that one of the following holds for any flag-transitive
group G:
(a) G is almost simple;
(b) G is of affine type: that is, the set of points of S can be identified
with the vectors in a vector space V=Vd ( p) of dimension d over Fp
( p prime), in such a way that GAGL(V )=AGLd ( p) and G contains the
translation subgroup T$(Zp)d; moreover, if G0 denotes the stabilizer of
the point 0 # S, then G=TG0 and G0 is an irreducible subgroup of GLd ( p).
In this paper we handle the affine case (b). Before stating the main result,
we present some examples which occur in this case.
Examples 1.1. (Desarguesian affine spaces). Here S is an affine space
AGn (q), where n2 and qn= pd; we have G01Ln (q), and one of the
following holds:
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(i) G is 2-transitive on V (hence given in [Li2, Appendix 1]);
(ii) n=2, q=11 or 23, and G is one of three soluble flag-transitive
groups given in [Fo1, Table II];
(iii) n=2, q=9, 11, 19, 29 or 59, G ()0 =SL2 (5), and G is given in
[Fo1, Table II];
(iv) n=4, q=3 and G0=SL2 (5).
Examples 1.2 (Non-desarguesian affine translation planes). The exam-
ples here are:
(i) the Lu neburg planes [Lu, Section 23]: these are affine planes of
order q2, where q=22e+18, and 2B2 (q) IG0Aut(2B2 (q));
(ii) the nearfield plane of order 9: here there are seven possibilities
for G, given in [Fo2, 5.3];
(iii) the Hering plane of order 27 (see [He1]): here G0=SL2 (13)
and G is 2-transitive on points.
Examples 1.3 (Hering spaces). These are two flag-transitive linear
spaces on 36 points, with lines of size 32, constructed in [He3]; in both
cases G0=SL2 (13) and G is 2-transitive on points.
Our main result is as follows.
Main Theorem. Let S be a finite linear space, and suppose G is a
flag-transitive group of automorphisms of S, of affine type. Then either
(I) (S, G) is as in examples 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 above, or
(II) S has q= pd points, and GA1L1 (q).
There are many known examples of flag-transitive linear spaces with
1-dimensional affine automorphism group, as in (II) of the theorem; see
[BDDKLS, Section 4] for some discussion of this.
Some special cases of the theorem have been studied by a number of
authors, particularly the case where S is an affine plane (see for example
[Fo1, Fo2] and [Kal, Section 4]). Since the classification of finite simple
groups, probably the most general result is that of Kantor [Ka], determining
the linear spaces with 2-transitive automorphism group.
We now outline our proof of the theorem, which is heavily group-
theoretic. Let GAGLd ( p) be a flag-transitive automorphism group of a
finite linear space S, so that G0 is an irreducible subgroup of GLd ( p).
According to a well known result of Aschbacher [As], there is a collection
C of natural ‘‘geometric’’ subgroups of GLd ( p), such that either G0 is con-
tained in a member of C, or G()0 (the last term in the derived series of G0)
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is quasisimple and irreducible. After giving a collection of preliminary
results in Section 2, we deal in Section 3 with the case where G0 lies in a
geometric subgroup. In the remaining sections we handle in turn the cases
where the simple group G ()0 Z(G
()
0 ) is an alternating group, a sporadic
group, a group of Lie type in characteristic p, or a group of Lie type in
p$-characteristic. The methods used consist largely of representation theory,
together with arithmetical arguments based on the material in Section 2.
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In this section we collect various useful results on flag-transitive
linear spaces, most of them taken from the literature.
Throughout, let S be a finite non-trivial linear space, and G a flag-
transitive group of automorphisms of S, of affine type; so as above,
G=TG0AGLd ( p), where T is the translation group, and G0 is an
irreducible subgroup of GLd ( p). Let V=Vd ( p) be the set of points of S, let
v=|V |= pd, let k be the size of a line, and let r be the number of lines
through a given point.
Lemma 2.1. (i) If b is the number of lines, then bk=vr and
v&1=r(k&1).
(ii) r divides |G0 |, and r>- v.
(iii) r divides the size of any orbit of G0 on V&[0].
Proof. Part (i) is well known. For (ii), observe that rk as any line
not containing 0 meets each of the r lines through 0 in at most 1 point.
Hence v=r(k&1)+1<r2. To prove (iii), note that an orbit of G0 meets
each of the r lines through 0 in the same number of points. K
Lemma 2.2. One of the following holds:
(i) k | v, and the lines of S are affine subspaces of Vd ( p);
(ii) k | v&1, and the translation group T acts semiregularly on the lines
of S.
Proof. Suppose some line of S is not an affine subspace; then by tran-
sitivity on lines, no line of S is an affine subspace. We show that k | v&1
and Tl=1 for all lines l, which is enough to prove the lemma.
First we prove the latter assertion, that no non-trivial translation fixes a
line of S. For suppose a translation tv (the map x  x+v) fixes a line l.
Then l is a union of subsets of the form l(u)=u+(v) (u # l ). For distinct
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u, w # l, the translation tw&u sends l(u)  l(w), and hence l & tw&u (l ) con-
tains l(w). Consequently tw&u fixes l. Since this is true for any u, w # l, it
follows that l is an affine subspace, which is a contradiction.
Thus T acts semiregularly on the lines. This means that all the orbits of
T on lines have size |T |=v, and hence v | b. Since bk(k&1)=v(v&1), it
follows that k|v&1, completing the proof. K
Lemma 2.3. If G0 contains the scalar &1 # GLd ( p), then k | v. In par-
ticular, this holds if p=2.
Proof. Suppose &1 # G0 , and let l be a line of S containing 0. Let x, y
be distinct nonzero points on l. If t&x denotes the translation v  v&x,
then the line t&x(l ) contains 0, &x, y&x. Applying &1 # G0 , we deduce
that 0, x, x& y are collinear points. Hence x& y # l. Similarly y&x # l, and
therefore also &x # l. Consequently l is an affine subspace of Vd ( p), giving
the result. K
Lemma 2.4. If 1{ g # G, then | fixV (g)|r+k&3.
Proof. This is [CS, Lemma 1]. K
Lemma 2.5. Suppose S=AGn (q), with n2 and qn= pd. Then either
G01L1 (qn) or G is as in Examples 1.1 (and hence the Main Theorem
holds).
Proof. Here G01Ln (q), and we may assume that G0  1L1 (qn). By
flag-transitivity, G0 is transitive on 1-spaces in Vn (q). Hence, if Z$Zq&1
is the group of scalars, then ZG0 is transitive on nonzero vectors. Therefore
ZG0 is given by [Li2, Appendix 1], from which we conclude that one of
the following holds:
(1) G0 i SLa(qr), Spa(qr) or G2 (qr)$ (with a2, n=ar, ar, 6r,
respectively);
(2) n=2;
(3) (n, q)=(4, 2) or (6, 3) and G0A6 or SL2 (13), respectively;
(4) (n, q)=(4, 3) and either G021+4.S5 or G0 i SL2 (5).
In cases (1) and (3), G0 is transitive on nonzero vectors, so G is
2-transitive, as in Examples 1.1(i). In case (2) it follows from [Fo1] that
G is as in 1.1(ii, iii). And in case (4), it is easy to see that either G is
2-transitive or G0 i SL2 (5), as in 1.1(iv). K
Lemma 2.6. The conclusion of the Main Theorem holds if one of the
following occurs:
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(i) G is 2-transitive on V;
(ii) k=3.
Proof. Part (i) follows from [Ka]. In (ii), it follows from [Cl] that
either S=AGd (3) or S is a Netto system N(q), where q= pd (see [BDD,
2.1]). In the first case the result follows from 2.5; and the full
automorphism group of N(q) lies in A1L1 (q). K
In the next result we consider the case where S is an affine plane. As G
is of affine type, S is then necessarily a translation plane. We refer to [Kal,
Lu] for basic information about these.
Lemma 2.7. Suppose S is an affine translation plane, and one of the
following holds:
(i) S is a Lu neburg plane, the nearfield plane of order 9, or the
Hering plane of order 27;
(ii) S has prime order, or order at most 9;
(iii) S has odd dimension over its kernel;
(iv) G is solvable;
(v) G is 2-transitive on the points of the line at infinity of the
associated projective plane;
(vi) G has a composition factor L2 (q) or An ;
(vii) S has order q2 with q=22e+18, and G0 contains the Suzuki
group 2B2 (q).
Then the conclusion of the Main Theorem holds.
Proof. (i) If S is a Lu neburg plane, of order q2 (q=2f, f =2e+13),
then S has full automorphism group (Fq)4 } 2B2 (q) } fA1L4 (q). As
G0 2B2 (q) } f is transitive on the q2+1 lines through 0, it follows that G0
contains 2B2 (q) (see [Su]), as in Examples 1.2(i). Next, the flag-transitive
groups of automorphisms of the nearfield plane of order 9 are determined
in [Fo2, Section 5]. Finally, if S is the Hering plane of order 27, with auto-
morphism group 36 } SL2 (13), then G0 is a subgroup of SL2 (13) transitive
on the 28 lines through 0, so G0=SL2 (13), as in Examples 1.2(iii).
(ii) Affine translation planes of prime order are desarguesian [Kal,
1.2(b)], as are those of order 4 or 8 [HSW], so 2.5 gives the conclusion
for these cases. And the only non-desarguesian translation plane of order
9 is the nearfield plane [Ha], giving the result by (i).
(iv) In this case the conclusion follows from [Fo2].
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TABLE I
(iii, vi) In these cases we use [He2], which implies that under these
assumptions, either GA1L1 (q), or S is desarguesian, or S is as in part
(i). The conclusion now follows from 2.5 and (i).
(v, vii) In case (v) it follows from [Kal, 4.16] that S is either
desarguesian or a Lu neburg plane; and in case (vii), S is a Lu neburg plane
by [Lie]. The result follows. K
Our final result, which gives the orders of small primes modulo various
prime powers, will be useful in some of the calculations in later sections.
Lemma 2.8. Let r11 be a prime, and let q be a prime power as in
Table I. Then the order of r modulo q (i.e., the order of r in the group of units
of Zq) is as given in Table I.
(For example, the order of 3 modulo 64 is 16, and so on.)
3. REDUCTION TO QUASISIMPLE GROUPS
As in the previous section, let S be a finite non-trivial linear space, and
G=TG0AGLd ( p)=AGL(V ) a flag-transitive group of automorphisms
of S of affine type, where T is the translation group and G0 is an irreducible
subgroup of GLd ( p). Let v, b, r, k be as defined at the beginning of
Section 2.
For each divisor n of d, the group 1Ln ( pdn) has a natural irreducible
action on V. Choose n to be minimal such that G01Ln ( pdn) in this
action, and write q= pdn. Thus G01Ln (q) and v= pd=qn. For the
purposes of proving the Main Theorem, we may assume the following:
(1) n>1;
(2) k>3 and G0 is intransitive on V&[0] (see 2.6);
(3) S is not a desarguesian affine space (see 2.5).
At this point we use the theorem of Aschbacher [As] to prove the following
result on the structure of G0 .
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Proposition 3.1. One of the following holds:
(i) G0 contains a unitary group SUn (q12) or an orthogonal group
0n (q) in its natural action on V=Vn (q).
(ii) G0 lies in a tensor product subgroup of GLd ( p): either
(a) Vd ( p)=VaVc and G0GLa( p)GLc ( p) in its natural
action on V, where Va , Vc are spaces over Fp of dimension a, c and
d=ac, ac2, or
(b) Vd ( p)=Va } } } Va (m>1 copies), d=am and G0N(GLa( p)
 } } } GLa( p)).
(iii) G0 lies in the normalizer of an irreducible symplectic-type s-group
R (where s is prime, s{ p), and RG0 : either
(a) G0Fq* b s1+2m } Sp2m (s) } log pq, n=sm and s | q&1, or
(b) G0Fq* b 21+2m\ } O
\
2m(2) } logp q and n=2
m.
Further, if s=2 then q= p or p2.
(iv) G ()0 is a quasisimple group, and its action on V=Vn (q) is
absolutely irreducible and not realisable over any proper subfield of Fq .
Proof. Let X be one of the classical groups SLn (q), Spn (q), SUn (q12),
0n (q) on V=Vn (q), chosen to be minimal such that G0N1Ln(q) (X ). If G0
contains X, then, since by assumption G0 is not transitive on V&[0], we
have X=SUn (q12) or 0n (q), and (i) holds. Thus we may assume that G0
does not contain X.
According to [As], either (iv) holds, or G0 lies in a member of one of
the families Ci (1i7) of subgroups of N1Ln(q) (X ) (note that C8 is
excluded by choice of X ). Descriptions of each of these families can be
found in [KL, Chapter 4].
Members of C1 are reducible on V, so G0 does not lie in one of these. If
G0 is contained in a member of C2 , then G0 permutes the subspaces in a
direct sum decomposition of V, so, in the language of [BDD], G is of
‘‘affine cartesian type’’; this is impossible, by the main theorem of [BDD,
Section 5]. Also, by the definition of q, G0 does not lie in a member of C3 .
Members of C4 and C7 are tensor product subgroups; if G0 lies in one of
these, then conclusion (ii) holds. If G0 lies in a member of C5 , then
G0N(GLn (q0)), where q=q r0 ; but this normalizer lies a subgroup
GLr (q0)GLn (q0) of GLnr (q0)GLd ( p), so (ii) holds again.
Finally, members of C6 are normalizers of symplectic-type s-groups, as
in conclusion (iii); note that in this case, Aschbacher’s proof in [As,
Section 11] shows that we may assume that G0 contains the symplectic-
type subgroup R (otherwise G0 lies in some other family Ci). K
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In the remainder of this section we show that the Main Theorem holds
in cases (i), (ii) and (iii) of 3.1. This then leaves case (iv), which is dealt
with in subsequent sections, according to the type of the simple group
G()0 Z(G
()
0 ).
The first result concerns 3.1(i).
Lemma 3.2. Suppose 3.1(i) holds. Then either
(i) n=3, G0 i SU3 (s) (where s=q12), and (v, k, r)=(s6, s3, s3+1),
or
(ii) n=4, G0 i 0&4 (q), and (v, k, r)=(q4, q2, q2+1).
Proof. Suppose first that G0SUn (s), where s=q12. If n is even then
the number of singular vectors in V is (sn&1)(sn&1+1), so by 2.1(i, iii),
r divides (s2n&1, (sn&1)(sn&1+1)). As r>- v=sn by 2.1(ii), it follows
that s is odd and r=2(sn&1). Then by 2.1(i), we have k=(sn+3)2.
However &1 # SUn (s)G0 , so k divides v=s2n by 2.3, which is
impossible.
Hence n is odd. The number of singular vectors is then (sn+1) }
(sn&1&1), so r divides the highest common factor (s2n&1, (sn+1) }
(sn&1&1))=(s&1)(sn+1). If n5 then the minimal nontrivial permuta-
tion degree of Un (s) is (sn+1)(sn&1&1)(s2&1) by [Co], and this is
greater than r, a contradiction (note that the subgroup SUn (s) of G0 can-
not fix a line, as this would imply r|G0 : SUn (s)|<- v). Hence n=3.
Inspection of the list of maximal subgroups of U3 (s) (see [Kl, Chapter 5]
for example) shows that for s7, the two smallest primitive permutation
degrees of U3 (s) are s3+1 (action on singular points) and s2 (s3+1)
(s+1) (action on nonsingular points). The latter degree is bigger than r.
Hence for s7, we deduce that r=(s3+1)x, where x|s&1. The same
holds for s5, by inspection of permutation degrees in [At].
Thus r=(s3+1)x with x|s&1, so by 2.1, k=(s3+x&1)x. If x=1 then
conclusion (i) of the lemma holds, so assume x>1. As xs&1, s does not
divide k, and hence k is not a power of p. Therefore by 2.2, k divides
v&1=s6&1. Then s3+x&1 divides x(s3&1)(s3+1), whence s3+x&1
divides x2 (x&2). It follows that x=2, k=(s3+1)2, b=4s6; moreover,
s is odd.
Let l be a line through 0. Then |G : Gl |=b=4s6, and Tl=1 by 2.2(ii).
Hence |G : GlT |=4, whence it follows that GlTT$Gl contains a normal
subgroup isomorphic to SU3 (s). However, by flag-transitivity, Gl is transi-
tive on the (s3+1)2 points of l, which is impossible as there is no transitive
action of this degree of Gl with SU3 (s) IGl .
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Now suppose G00n (q), an orthogonal group. If n is odd, say
n=2m+1, then the number of singular vectors in V is q2m&1, so r divides
(q2m&1, q2m+1&1)=q&1, contrary to the fact that r>qn2.
Thus n is even, say n=2m, and G0 i 0 =2m(q) (==\). If ==+ then r
divides (q2m&1, (qm&1)(qm&1+1)), so q is odd and r=2(qm&1). Then
k=(qm+3)2, which divides either q2m or q2m&1, by 2.2. This forces
qm+3 to divide either 6 or 16, hence qm=3, 5 or 13. In particular, m=1
and G0GO+2 (q) } Z. But then G0 preserves a decomposition V=V1V2 ,
which is not the case, as in the proof of 3.1 (using [BDD, Section 5]).
Finally, assume ==&. If m=1 then G0N(0&2 (q))1L1 (q
2), contrary
to assumption. So m2. The number of singular vectors in V is
(qm+1)(qm&1&1), whence r divides (q2m&1, (qm+1)(qm&1&1))=
(q&1)(qm+1). If m3 then by [Co], the minimal nontrivial permutation
degree of P0&2m(q) is (q
m+1)(qm&1&1)(q&1), which is bigger than r.
Hence m=2, so G0 i 0&4 (q)$L2 (q2), and r | (q2+1)(q&1). As in the
unitary case, consideration of the permutation degrees of L2 (q2) shows that
r=(q2+1)x, where x | q&1.
Thus k=(q2+x&1)x, b=q4 (q2+1)x2(q2+x&1). If x=1 then con-
clusion (ii) of the lemma holds, so assume x>1. Clearly k does not divide
v, so by 2.2 and 2.3, k | v&1 and q is odd.
The total number of flags is bk=q4 (q2+1)x, so by flag-transitivity, if l
is a line containing 0, then |G0l |=|G|bk is divisible by q2 (q2&1)x, and
divides q2 (q2&1)(q&1)(2log pq)x.
If Gl TT$Gl contains 0&4 (q), then it cannot be transitive on the
(q2+x&1)x points of l, since x>1. Hence Gl  0&4 (q). Also Gl contains
the subgroup G0l of G00&4 (q) } Fq* } 4 logp q. As |G0l | is divisible by
q2 (q2&1)x, we deduce from knowledge of the subgroups of L2 (q2)
that Gl & L2 (q2 ) lies in a parabolic subgroup of L2 (q2 ), whence |Gl |
divides q2 (q2&1)(q&1) } 2 logp q. As |Gl |=|G|b is divisible by
q2 (q2&1)(q2+x&1)x2, it follows that
(q2+x&1)p$ divides 2x2 (q&1) logp q. (-)
Since k|v&1, q2+x&1 divides x(q4&1)=x(q2&1)(q2+1), hence
divides x2 (x&2). Now x | q&1, so (q2+x&1, x2) divides 2q+x&2, and
therefore q2+x&1 divides (2q+x&2)(x&2). Hence either x=2 or
q2+x&1(2q+x&2)(x&2). In the latter case,
x(q2+4q&5)(x+2q&5)(q&1)(q+5)(3q&6)>(q&1)3.
Consequently, x=2, (q&1)2 or q&1. If x=2 then by (-), q2+1 divides
8(q&1) log q, which is impossible. If x=(q&1)2 then k=2q+3 divides
q4&1, forcing q=5 or 31, both of which conflict with (-). And if x=q&1
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then k=q+2 divides q4&1, giving q=3 or 13, and again (-) gives a
contradiction. K
Lemma 3.3. Neither of cases 3.2(i, ii) can occur.
Proof. Suppose 3.2(i) or (ii) holds. Since k=- v, the linear space S is
an affine translation plane of order k. Let S denote the projective plane
completing S, with line at infinity l . Then G acts as a collineation group
on S , and G0 fixes l and acts transitively on the points of l .
If G0 i 0&4 (q)$L2 (q
2), then since |l |=q2+1, G0 acts 2-transitively
on l , so the conclusion follows from 2.7(v).
Now suppose G0 i X$SU3 (s) with s=q12, v=s6, k=s3. If s=2 then
G is soluble, and the result follows from 2.7(iv). So assume that s3. Let
K be the kernel of the action of X on l , so either K=X or KZ(X ).
If K=X then X$SU3 (s) fixes every line l through 0, and acts non-
trivially on l&[0]. For s{5, the smallest nontrivial permutation degree
of X is s3+1, which is greater than |l&[0]|=s3&1, a contradiction. And
for s=5, the only nontrivial degree less than or equal to s3&1 of X is 50,
so X fixes at least 24 points of l&[0]. Therefore | fixV (X )|1+24r,
contradicting 2.4.
Hence KZ(X ) and X acts nontrivially on l . As Xi G0 and G0 is
transitive on l , all X-orbits on l have the same size f dividing |l |=
s3+1. Hence X is transitive on l , and indeed this action is 2-transitive.
The result now follows from 2.7(v). K
Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 deal with case (i) of Proposition 3.1. We now move
on to case 3.1(ii), in which G0 lies in a tensor product subgroup of GLd ( p).
Lemma 3.4. Suppose G0 is as in 3.1(ii)(b), so that G0N(GLa( p)
 } } } GLa( p)) (m>1 copies, d=am). Then m=2.
Proof. Suppose m3. Clearly the nonzero vectors v1 ...vm form a
union of G0-orbits, of size ( pa&1)m( p&1)m&1, and this number is there-
fore divisible by r. Since r>- v this forces am>am2, hence a=2, m=3.
Thus r divides (( p+1)2 ( p2&1), p8&1); however this divides 4( p2&1),
which is less than - v= p4, a contradiction. K
Lemma 3.5. Suppose G0 lies in a tensor product subgroup of GLd ( p), as
in 3.1(ii). Then either
(i) G0GL2 (2)GL3 (2), v=26, k=4, or
(ii) G0GL2 (3)GL3 (3), v=36, k=8.
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Proof. By 3.4, we have G0N(GLa( p)GLc ( p)), where d=ac,
ac2 and V=VaVc . As in the previous proof, r divides the number
of nonzero vectors of the form v1v2 , which is ( pa&1)( pc&1)( p&1).
This must be greater than pac2. Consequently c3; and moreover, if c=3
then either a4 or a=5, p=2. Hence the possibilities are
(1) c=2
(2) c=3, a4
(3) c=3, a=5, p=2.
In case (3), r divides 7.31 and r>2152, so r=7.31. Then k=152, so
b=vrk  Z, contradiction.
Now consider (2). If a=3 then r divides (( p3&1)2( p&1), p9&1),
hence divides 3( p3&1); but this is less than p92. Therefore a=4 and r
divides ( p4&1)( p2+ p+1). Since r>p6, this forces r=( p4&1)( p2+ p+1),
whence k= p6& p5+ p3& p+2. But this divides neither v nor v&1, contra-
dicting 2.2.
Finally, consider (1). Here r divides (( pa&1)( p+1), p2a&1) and r>pa.
If a is even this forces r=2( pa&1) and p odd. Then k=( pa+3)2. As
a2 this divides neither v= p2a nor v&1, contrary to 2.2.
Now suppose a is odd. Here r=( pa&1)( p+1)x, where xp&1. Thus
k=(( pa+1)x+ p+1)( p+1). By 2.2, this must divide either p2a or
p2a&1.
Consider first the case where k| p2a. Here ( pa+1)x+ p+1 divides
( p+1)p2a. Since a3, p must divide ( pa+1)x+ p+1, whence x= p&1.
Then pa& pa&1+2 divides ( p+1)p2a&1, which forces p=2, a=3, as in
conclusion (i).
Now suppose k| p2a&1. Then l=( pa+1)x+ p+1 divides ( p+1) }
( pa+1)( pa&1). Since (l, pa+1)= p+1 and (l, pa&1) divides 2x+ p+1,
it follows that l divides ( p+1)2 (2x+ p+1). Hence
pa<l( p+1)2 (2x+ p+1)( p+1)2 (3p&1),
which implies that either a=3 or a=5, p=2. In the latter case x=1 and
k=12, which does not divide p2a&1.
We have now established that a=3, so G0  GL2 ( p)  GL3 ( p).
Moreover k=x( p2& p+1)+1 divides ( p+1)(2x+ p+1), so
(x&1)p23xp+2p+x.
Consequently, either x=1 or p((3x+2)(x&1))+(xp)<9.
If x=1 then k=( p&2)( p+1) divides ( p+1)( p+3), forcing p=3, as in
conclusion (ii). And if x>1, p<9, we find that k does not divide
( p+1)(2x+ p+1) for any xp&1. K
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Lemma 3.6. Neither of the possibilities 3.5(i, ii) can occur.
Proof. Consider first case 3.5(i): G0GL2 (2)GL3 (2), with v=26,
k=4, r=21, preserving the tensor decomposition V=V2V3 . By 2.2, the
lines of S are affine 2-spaces in V. There are 21 such lines through 0, forming
an orbit of G0 .
Suppose G0 contains the subgroup 1GL3 (2), so by irreducibility,
G0 i 3GL3 (2). Let W be a line through 0. Then |G0 : (G0)W |=21, so
(G0)W contains 1D, where D$D8 is a Sylow 2-subgroup of GL3 (2). Let
D stabilize the maximal flag (w1)<(w1 , w2)<(w1 , w2 , w3) of V3 .
Assume first that W contains a nonzero vector vx with v # V2 , x # V3 .
If W also contains v$x for some nonzero v${v, then W=V2x, and the
G0 -orbit of W has size only 7, a contradiction. And if W contains vy for
some nonzero y{x, then W=v(x, y); hence the lines of S through 0
are the 2-spaces of the form vX, where v # V2 and X is a 2-space in V3 .
However, if X, X$ are distinct 2-spaces then the lines vX, vX$ meet in
more than 1 point, which is a contradiction. This establishes that vx is
the only simple tensor in W. If D contains an element d which does not
fix x, then d sends x  x+ y for some nonzero y, and W contains
vx+(vx)d=vy, contrary to the previous sentence. Therefore
x=w1 . If w is a further vector in W (not equal to 0 or vw1), then
w=va+v$b, with a{w1 . Since D fixes W=(vw1 , w) , b must be
fixed by D, and hence b=w1 . Therefore W=(vw1 , va+v$w1) . It
follows that (3_GL3 (2))W must stabilize v, w1 and (w1 , a). But this forces
(3_GL3 (2))W=1_D; hence the (3_GL3 (2))-orbit containing W has size
63, which is a contradiction.
Thus W contains no nonzero vector of the form vx. Let w=vx+
v$y # W. If D fixes x (so x=w1), then it does not fix y, so there exists
d # D sending y  y+ y$ with y${0; but then w+wd=v$y$ # W, a con-
tradiction. Hence x{w1 . We can then find d # D sending x  x+w1 ,
y  y+:w1 for some :. Then w+wd=vw1+:v$w1=(v+:v$)w1 ,
contrary to the first sentence of this paragraph.
Thus G0 does not contain 1GL3 (2). Since all proper irreducible sub-
groups of GL3 (2) lie in 1L1 (23)=7.3, it follows that G0GL2 (2)
NGL3(2) (7), which normalizes an element of order 21 in GL6 (2). Therefore
G0NGL6(2) (21)=1L1 (2
6), which contradicts our original assumption that
G0 % 1L1 ( pd).
Now consider case 3.5(ii): G0GL2 (3)GL3 (3) with v=36, k=8,
preserving tensor decomposition V=V2V3 . We shall show in this case
that G0 must contain the scalar &1V , which will contradict 2.3.
We claim first that any irreducible subgroup X of GL2 (3) contains an
element x such that x2=&1. This is clear if X is a 2-group, since then X
must contain an element of order 4, which necessarily squares to &1.
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Otherwise, 3 divides |X | and so the image of X in PGL2 (3)$S4 contains
A4 . Since A4 % GL2 (3), it follows that X contains SL2 (3)$2.A4 , which
contains an element of order 4.
Next, observe that since GL3 (3)=( &1)_SL3 (3), we have GL2 (3)
GL3 (3)=GL2 (3)_L3 (3)=A_B, say. Now define
K0=[x # B: (1, x) # G0],
K=[x # B: (=, x) # G0 for some = # [1, &1]].
Assume &1V  G0 . Then since &1V=(&1, 1) # A_B, we have |K : K0 |=2.
If ?A : G0  A, ?B : G0  B are the projection maps, then K, K0 IG0?B .
Since G0?B is an irreducible subgroup of L3 (3), one of the following holds
(see [At, p. 13]):
(a) G0 ?B=L3 (3)
(b) 13G0?B13.3
(c) G0 ?B $A4 or S4 (lying in SO3 (3)$S4).
The existence of K, K0 clearly force (c) to hold with K$S4 , K0 $A4 . In
particular, K=G0?B . By the claim proved in the previous paragraph, we
can find x # G0 ?A with x2=&1. Then (x, y) # G0 for some y # G0?B . Since
y # K, we then have (=, y) # G0 with = # [1, &1]. Therefore (=x, 1) # G0 ;
squaring, we obtain (x2, 1)=(&1, 1)=&1V # G0 , a contradiction. This
completes the proof. K
Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 handle the case where G0 lies in a tensor product
subgroup, as in 3.1(ii). To conclude this section, we now handle case
3.1(iii), in which G0 normalizes an irreducible s-group of symplectic type.
Lemma 3.7. If G0 is as in 3.1(iii), then n4.
Proof. Suppose G0 is as in 3.1(iii). Then |G0 | divides (q&1) }
sm2+2m (s2m&1)(s2m&2&1) } } } (s2&1) logp q, so r divides the highest com-
mon factor of this and (qsm&1)(q&1).
Suppose s is odd. Then ((qsm&1)(q&1), sm2+2m) divides sm, so
qsm2<r(q&1) sm (s2m&1) } } } (s2&1) logp q.
Since qs+1 and logp qq12, this implies
(s+1) (sm&3)2<sm(m+2).
This is false if sm11. Hence sm9. If sm=9 then q#1 mod 3 and r
divides (q9&1, q&1) } 27 } 38 } 5 logp q). Since (q9&1)(q&1) is odd,
coprime to 5, and not divisible by 27, it follows that r divides
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9(q&1) logp q, so r<q92, a contradiction. Similarly sm is not 7 or 5. This
completes the proof for s odd.
Now assume s=2. Since ((q2m&1)(q2&1))2=2m&1, in this case r
divides (q2m&1, (q2&1) 2m&1 (22m&1) } } } (22&1) logp q). Hence
q2m&1<r<(q2&1) 2m2+2m&1 logp q,
which forces m5.
When m=5, q14<234 log q forces q=3 or 5; if q=3 then r divides
(332&1, 27 (210&1) } } } (22&1)), which is less than 316, a contradiction;
and if q=5 then r divides 27 } 36 } 17, so r<516, again a contradiction.
Now consider m=4. Here q6<223 log q implies q13. Also r divides
(q16&1, (q2&1) } 23 } 35 } 52 } 7 } 17 } log q), and we check this is less than q8
when q13.
Finally, suppose m=3. Here r divides (q8&1, (q&1) } 215 } 34 } 5 } 7 } log q).
Since (q2+1)(q4+1) is not divisible by 3 or 7 and is congruent to 4
modulo 8, it follows that r divides (q2&1) } 20 log q, whence
20(q2&1) logp q>q4.
Consequently q=3. Then r | 160 and r>34, so r=160 and k=42. But then
b=vrk  Z. This completes the proof. K
Lemma 3.8. The Main Theorem holds if G0 is as in 3.1(iii).
Proof. By the previous lemma we have n=sm4.
If n=2 then by 3.1(iii) we have q= p or p2, and also &1 # G0 , hence k | v
by 2.3. When q= p2, r divides ( p4&1, 48( p2&1))=2( p2&1), so
r=2( p2&1). But then k=( p2+3)2, which does not divide v= p4. Thus
q= p. As v= p2 and k | v, we then have k= p=- v. Hence S is an affine
plane. Since G is solvable, the conclusion follows from 2.7(iv).
If n=3 then r divides (q3&1, (q&1).23.33.log q). As q2+q+1 is odd
and is not divisible by 9, it follows that r divides 3(q&1)log q. Since
r>q32 and q#1 mod 3, it follows that q=4. Then r=9 and k=8=- v,
so S is again an affine plane and 2.7(iv) gives the result.
Finally, let n=4. Here q= p or p2, and &1 # G0 so k | v. Also r divides
(q4&1, (q&1).28.32.5log q), hence divides 10(q2&1). If q= p2 then r
divides ( p8&1, 10( p4&1)), so r=2( p4&1) and k=( p4+3)2 does not
divide v, a contradiction. Hence q= p. Since k|v we have k= p or p2. In the
former case r=(v&1)(k&1)= p3+ p2+ p+1, and for this to divide
10( p2&1) we must have p=3; since k= p=3, the result now follows from
2.6. And if k= p2 then r= p2+1. Again, this only divides 10( p2&1) when
p=3; thus S is an affine plane of order 9, and the conclusion follows
from 2.7(ii). K
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We have now dealt with all cases where G0 is as in 3.1(i, ii, iii). We may
therefore assume from now on that G0 is as in 3.1(iv): thus G ()0 is
quasisimple, absolutely irreducible on V=Vn (q), and not realisable over
any proper subfield of Fq . Write
L=G ()0 Z(G
()
0 )
so that L is a non-abelian simple group.
4. THE CASE WHERE L IS AN ALTERNATING GROUP
In this section we assume that
L=G ()0 Z(G
()
0 )=Ac ,
an alternating group of degree c5, and show that the Main Theorem
holds in this case. In view of our assumptions (1), (2), (3) at the beginning
of Section 3, we must show that c=5 and S is the nearfield plane of order
9, as in Examples 1.2.
We shall frequently use the fact, immediate from 2.1, that
r divides (qn&1, (q&1) } |Aut L| ) and r>qn2.
We first consider the case where V=Vn (q) is the fully deleted permuta-
tion module for Ac . This is defined as follows: let q= p, and let Ac act on
(Fp)
c by permuting coordinates naturally. Let
X={(a1 , ..., ac) # (Fp)c : : ai=0=, Y=[(a, ..., a) : a # Fp].
Then X(X & Y ) is the fully deleted permutation module.
Lemma 4.1. If G ()0 =Ac , then V is not the fully deleted permutation
module for Ac .
Proof. Suppose V is the fully deleted permutation module, so that
n=dim V=c&1 if p |% c and n=c&2 if p | c; also q= p. Now G0 has an
orbit on P1 (V ) of size c if p |% c, and of size c(c&1)2 if p | c. Hence by
2.1(iii), r divides (q&1)c if p |% c, and r divides (q&1)c(c&1)2 if p | c.
First suppose q=2. The fact that r>qn2 and r is odd forces
(c(c&1)2)2$>2(c&2)2 if c is even, and c>2(c&1)2 if c is odd. It follows
that c=5, 6, 10, 12 or 14. Observe that c is not 5 or 6, as L{0&4 (2) (by
the previous section), and is not transitive on V&[0] (by initial assump-
tion (2) at the beginning of Section 3). If c=10 then r divides
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(45, 28&1)<24, a contradiction. If c=12 then r | 33, so r=33 as r>25;
then k=32=- v, so S is an affine plane and the result follows from 2.7(vi).
And if c=14 then r=91, k=46 and b=vrk  Z.
Next consider q=3. Here (c(c&1))3$>3 (c&2)2 if 3 | c, and 2c>3(c&1)2
if 3 |% c. Hence c=5 or 6. Also c{6, as L{P0&4 (3) by the previous section.
Therefore c=5, n=4, so r=10; then k=9, S is an affine plane and the
result follows from 2.7(ii).
Finally, when q5 the inequalities
(q&1)c>q(c&1)2 if p |% c,
1
2(q&1)(c(c&1))p$>q
(c&2)2 if p | c
give an immediate contradiction. K
Lemma 4.2. If p=2 then c24, n116; and if p{2 then c16.
Proof. Suppose c15 and G ()0 =Ac . Then Lemma 4.1, combined with
[Ja1, Theorem 7], implies that nc(c&5)4. If q is even this forces
(c!)2$>2n22c(c&5)8, which yields c24, n116. And if q is odd, then
(q&1)(c!)p$>qc(c&5)8 gives c16.
Finally, if c9 and G ()0 =2.Ac , then q is odd and [Wa] gives
n2[(c&s&1)2], where s is the number of terms in the 2-adic expansion
of c; then (q&1)(c!)p$>qn2 forces c<16. K
Lemma 4.3. We have p{2.
Proof. Suppose p=2, so that c24, n116 by the previous lemma.
Assume first that n20. If c15 then nc(c&5)4 by [Ja1, Theorem
7]; and if 11c14 we see from [Ja2, Appendix] that n32. Hence for
c11 we see that 3(c!)2$<4n2; this forces q=2. For c10 we check that
3(c!)2$<410; hence q=2 in all cases.
Now r divides (2n&1, (c!)2$). We next establish that r is not divisible by
27, 25 or 49. For suppose that 27|r. As r | 2n&1, this implies by 2.8 that
n is divisible by 18, so n is 36, 54, 72, 90 or 108 (with c14, 17, 19, 21
or 23 in the respective cases). However, we check using 2.8 that
(236&1, 14!)<218, (254&1, 17!)<227, (272&1, 19!)<236, (290&1, 21!)<245,
and (2108&1, 23!)<254, whence r<2n2, a contradiction. Therefore r is not
divisible by 27, and similarly r is not divisible by 25 or 49.
Since c24, we deduce from the previous paragraph that
r divides 32 } 5 } 7 } 112 } 13 } 17 } 19 } 23.
If c10 then r | 32 } 5 } 7, so r<210, a contradiction (as we are assuming
n20). If c is 11 or 12 then r | 32 } 5 } 7 } 11 and r>210, so 11 divides r;
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hence 10 | n by 2.8. Also r<212, so n=20. But (220&1, 32 } 5 } 7 } 11)<210.
If 13c16, then r | 32 } 5 } 7 } 11 } 13. Thus 11 or 13 divides r (as r>210),
and r<216, so by 2.8, n=20, 24 or 30. In each case (2n&1, 32 } 5 }
7 } 11 } 13)<2n2. When c=17 or 18 we have nc(c&5)451, and
r32 } 5 } 7 } 11 } 13 } 17<2n2. And when c19, n67 and r<2n2 again.
Thus we have established that n<20. Then c14 by [Ja1, Theorem 7].
Also [Ja2, Appendix] shows that n32 if c13, so in fact c12.
We use the 2-modular character tables for Ac (c12) and its covering
groups, which can be found in [ModAt]. When c10 these force n=16,
q=2 or 4; but then (q16&1, (q&1).12!)<q8, a contradiction. Therefore
c9.
If c=9 then n=8, q=2 (by [ModAt]); but then r(28&1, 9!)<24.
If c=8 then n=14, q=2 (note n{4 as (L, n){(SL4 (2), 4), and n{6
by 4.1); but then r(214&1, 8!)<27.
Next consider c=7. Here n=4, 6, 14 or 15. If n=4 then L=A7<
SL4 (2) and L is transitive on V&[0], contrary to our assumption (2) at
the beginning of Section 3. If n=6 then q=4 and G ()0 =3 } A7 . Now
(46&1, 3 } (7!))=32 } 5 } 7, so r=105 or 315; but then k=40 or 14, neither
of which divides 46 or 46&1, contrary to 2.2. If n=14 then q=2, and if
n=15 then q=4; however (214&1, 7!)<27 and (415&1, 3 } (7!))<215, so
these are impossible.
Now suppose c=6. Then n=3, 4, 8 or 9. If n=3 then q=4, so r divides
(43&1, 3 } (6!))=9. Therefore r=9; however, G ()0 =3 } A6 has no trans-
itive action of degree 9, so this is impossible. When n=4, we have q=2
and r|15, hence r=5; but A6 has no transitive action of degree 5. And if
n=8 or 9 then q=2 or 4 respectively, and r(qn&1, (q&1) } 6!)<qn2, a
contradiction.
Finally, if c=5 then n=2 or 4; but n{2 as (L, n){(SL2 (4), 2), and
n{4 by 4.1. K
Lemma 4.4. We have c11.
Proof. Suppose false, so that 12c16 by the previous two lemmas.
Assume first that G ()0 =Ac . If c=12 then n43 by [ModAt]; arguing as
in the proof of [LP, 2.5], we obtain the same fact when c13. However,
we know that qn2<r(q&1) } (c!)p$ , and we check that this can only
occur when q=3, c=16 and 43n45. However in these cases (3n&1,
2 } (16!))<3n2, a contradiction.
Now assume G ()0 =2 } Ac . Then by [Wa], 16 | n and also 32 | n if c14.
As above, n45, so either n=16 (c13) or n=32. Again we check that
(qn&1, (q&1) } c!)<qn2. K
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Lemma 4.5. We have c7.
Proof. Suppose false, so 8c11.
Consider first the case where c=8 or 9. As q9>(q&1) } (9!)p$ for q odd,
we have n<18. Hence from [ModAt] we see that n=8, 13 or 14. Since
(q13&1, (q&1) } 9!)<q132 and (q14&1, (q&1) } 9!)<q7, we must have
n=8. Then r divides (q2&1) } ((q4+1)(q2+1), 9!), hence divides
20(q2&1). As r>q4, this forces q=3, r=160. Then k=42 and
b=vrk  Z.
Now suppose c=10 or 11. As q13>(q&1) } (11!)p$ , we have n<26,
whence [ModAt] gives n=8 or 16. Then (qn&1, (q&1) } 11!)<qn2 except
when q=3, n=8, which gives r=160, k=42 and b  Z, as before. K
Lemma 4.6. c is not 7.
Proof. Suppose c=7. Observe that r divides (qn&1, (q&1).7!). Since
(q&1) } (7!)p$>qn2, we have n<12. Referring to [At, ModAt] for the
ordinary and modular characters of A7 and its covering groups, we see that
n is 3, 4, 6, 8, 9 or 10.
If n=3 then p=5, q=25 and G ()0 =3.A7 (see [ModAt]). Thus r
divides (56&1, 24.7!)=504. Since r>53 this implies r=504, 252, 168 or
126, with k=32, 63, 94 or 125, respectively. By 2.2, the only possibilities
are k=63, 125. In the latter case S is an affine plane, and the result follows
from 2.7(vi). So k=63, whence b=4 } 56=4v. By 2.2, if l is a line then
Tl=1, and therefore Gl is isomorphic to a subgroup of G0 , say H0 . Then
|G0 : H0 |=4. However, &1  G0 by 2.3, so G0=3 } A7 or 3 } S7 , neither of
which has a subgroup of index 4.
Next consider n=4. Here G ()0 =2 } A7 , so &1 # G0 and k | v by 2.3.
Moreover, q= p or p2. If q= p2 then r divides ( p8&1, ( p2&1) } 7!), hence
divides 20( p2&1). Since r>p4, this forces p=3, r=160; but then k=42,
which does not divide v. Thus q= p. Then v= p4 and k= p or p2. In the
latter case S is an affine plane and the result follows from 2.7(vi). So
assume k= p. Then r=(v&1)(k&1)=( p+1)( p2+1). Since this divides
( p&1) } 7!, we must have p=3; however, q=9 when p=3, so this is a
contradiction.
Now suppose n=6. Then r divides (q6&1, (q&1) } 7!), hence divides
21(q2&1). As r>q3 it follows that q<21. We check that the only
possibilities for (q, r, k) with k dividing v or v&1 are: (3, 28, 27), (3, 56,
14), (5, 126, 125), (5, 252, 63). In the first and third cases S is an affine
plane and the result follows from 2.7(vi). When q=3 we see from
[ModAt] that G ()0 =2 } A7 , so &1 # G0 and k | v by 2.3; this rules out the
second case. Finally, the possibility (5, 252, 63) dealt with by the argument
given for n=3 above.
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Finally, suppose n=8 or 10. Then the fact that (qn&1, (q&1) } 7!)>qn2
forces n=8 and q=3; but then r=160, k=42, contrary to 2.2. K
Lemma 4.7. c is not 6.
Proof. Suppose c=6. Then (q&1) } (2(6!))p$>qn2 forces n<9. Again
we refer to [At, ModAt] for the ordinary and modular tables for A6 and
its covering groups.
First assume p=3. Then n is not 2, 3 or 4 (as this would give
G()0 =SL2 (9), 03 (9) or 0
&
4 (3), respectively, which is not the case by the
previous section). Therefore n=6. Then q=9 by [ModAt]; but (96&1,
8.2.6!)<93, giving a contradiction.
Thus p5. By [At, ModAt], n=3, 4, 6 or 8. If n=3 then r | 3(q&1)
and r>q32, hence q=5; but (53&1, 4 } 2 } 6!)=4<532. Likewise, if n=6
or 8 then r divides 3(q2&1) or 20(q2&1) respectively, which is less
than qn2.
It remains to consider n=4. Here q= p and G ()0 =2 } A6 , so &1 # G0
and k | v by 2.3. If k= p2 then S is an affine plane and 2.7(vi) gives the
result. Otherwise, k= p and r=( p+1)( p2+1) divides ( p&1).2.6!, which
is impossible for p5. K
Lemma 4.8. The Main Theorem holds if c=5.
Proof. Suppose c=5. By [At, ModAt], n=2, 3, 4, 5 or 6. If n=3, 5
or 6 then (qn&1, (q&1).5!)<qn2, so n=2 or 4. In both cases G()0 =2.A5 ,
so k | v by 2.3.
If n=2 and q= p then k= p and S is an affine plane, giving the result
by 2.7(vi). Otherwise, either n=2, q= p2 or n=4, q= p; in any case,
v= p4. If k= p2 then S is an affine plane. The only remaining case is k= p.
Here r=( p+1)( p2+1) divides ( p2&1).5!, forcing p=3. The conclusion
now follows from 2.6. K
This completes the work in this section, showing that the Main Theorem
holds when L=G()0 Z(G
()
0 ) is an alternating group Ac .
5. THE CASE WHERE L IS A SPORADIC GROUP
In this section we assume that L=G()0 Z(G
()
0 ) is a sporadic group,
and obtain a contradiction, showing that the Main Theorem holds in this
case.
The following lemma provides the basic information underlying our
calculations for this case.
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Lemma 5.1. The sporadic group L is not J4 , Ly, Fi23 , Fi $24 , BM or M.
Moreover, NlnNu and qQ, where Nl , Nu , Q are as in Table II.
Proof. The lower bounds for n are given by [LPS, 2.3.2]. All the other
assertions follow from the inequality (q&1) } |Aut L|p$>qn2. K
At many points in the proofs below we shall calculate (qn&1,
(q&1) } |Aut L| ) for various values of q, n, L; in such calculations we
implicitly use Lemma 2.8, giving the orders of 2, 3, 5, 7, 11 modulo various
powers of small primes.
Lemma 5.2. L is not HN or Th.
Proof. Suppose L=HN or Th. By Lemma 5.1, q3. If q=3 then
L=Th, and moreover 3n2>2 |Th| 3$ implies n52. But (3n&1, |Th| )<3n2
when 48n52. Hence q=2. By 5.1, 48n83. If 27 or 25 divides r,
TABLE II
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then by 2.8, 18 or 20 divides n, so n=54, 60, 72 or 80. In each case (2n&1,
|Aut L| )<2n2. Hence the [3, 5]-part of r divides 32 } 5. But this forces
r<2Nl2, a contradiction. K
Lemma 5.3. L is not He, O$N or Fi22 .
Proof. Suppose L=He. If p=7 then q=7 (by 5.1), and
7n2<6 |Aut L|7$ gives n25. Now r>7n279>225 and r divides
6 |Aut L|7$=212 } 34 } 52 } 17<228. It follows that r is divisible by 28. Hence
8 | n by 2.8, so n=24. But (724&1, 6 |Aut L| )<712. Therefore p{7. Now
He has a subgroup H=72.SL2 (7) (see [At]). The restriction of V to the
normal subgroup 72 of H has dimension at least 48 (since SL2 (7) permutes
the nontrivial linear characters of 72 transitively), and so n48, contrary
to 5.1.
Now suppose L=O$N or Fi22 , so by 5.1, q5 or 11, respectively. If
L=O$N, the subgroup L3 (7) of L gives n48 by [LS]. And if L=Fi22
and p{2, restriction to the subgroup 210 } M22 and use of Clifford’s
theorem as above yields n77 (the size of the smallest orbit of M22 on the
nontrivial linear characters of the normal 210see [At]). Now the fact that
qn2>(q&1) } |Aut L|p$ implies either q=2 or (q, L)=(4, Fi22). In the lat-
ter case q=4 and n31; but (4n&1, 3|Aut L| )<4n2 for 27n31.
Thus q=2. If L=O$N then either 72 or 19 divides r, since otherwise
r7 |Aut L| [2, 7, 19]$<224; hence by 2.8, either 21 or 18 divides n, and so n
is 54 or 63. But (2n&1, |Aut L| )<2n2 for these values of n. Finally, if
L=Fi22 then the fact that r>2272 forces one of 33, 11 and 13 to divide r.
Then by 2.8, n is divisible by 18, 10 or 12, so n is one of 30, 36, 40, 48, 50
and 54. However (2n&1, |Aut L| )<2n2 for these values of n. K
Lemma 5.4. L is not a Conway group.
Proof. Suppose L is a Conway group. If p |% |L| then from the ordinary
character tables of L in [At] it follows that n=23 if L=Co2 or Co3 , and
n=24 if L=Co1 . But then r divides 23(q&1) if n=23, and divides
3 } 7 } 13(q2&1) if n=24, so r<qn2, a contradiction.
Therefore p divides |L|, so p13 or p=23. Write q= pa. Assume now
that qn&1 is divisible by at least one of the numbers 28, 34, 53 and 72.
Then by 2.8 (together with some extra calculation for p=13 or 23), an is
divisible by 16, 27, 20 or 21, respectively. Hence an is one of the numbers
27, 32, 40, 42, 48, 54, 60, 63, 64, 80, 81.
(Note that the fact that (qn&1, (q&1) |Aut L| )>qn2qNl2 gives an90.)
We now check using 2.8 that ( pan&1, ( pa&1) |Aut L| )<pan2 for all these
values of an and p13 or p=23.
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It follows from the previous paragraph that r divides (q&1) } 27 } 33 } 52 }
7 } 11 } 13 } 23. If p=2 then r is odd, so r(q&1) } 33 } 52 } 7 } 11 } 13 } 23<
(q&1) } 224, hence either q=2, n<48 or q=4, n<26. And if p3 then we
see similarly that q= p and n<33.
Suppose 23 | r. Then 11 | an, so either an=22 or ( p, an)=(2, 33 or 44).
However, ( p22&1, ( p&1) |Aut L| )<p11 for p13 or p=23; and (2an&1,
(2a&1) |Aut L| )<2an2 for an=33 or 44 and a2. Therefore 23 |% r;
similarly, 11 |% r.
We have now established that r divides (q&1) } 27 } 33 } 52 } 7 } 13. When
p3 this forces q=3, n=22; but (322&1, 2 |Aut L| )<311. Thus p=2. As
r<(q&1) } 216, we must have q=2, n<32. Then 18 and 20 do not divide
n, so r | 33 } 5 } 7 } 13, hence r<212. Consequently n<24, so n=22 or 23. But
(2n&1, |Aut L| )<2n2 for these values of n. This final contradiction com-
pletes the proof. K
Lemma 5.5. L is not HS.
Proof. Suppose L=HS, so 31n20 and q3 by 5.1. If 52 or 11
divides r then 5 | n, so n=20, 25 or 30; but ( pn&1, 2 |Aut L| )<pn2 for
these values of n and p3. Also 16 |% n, so 26 |% r. Thus r divides 25 } 5 } 7 if
q=3, and r divides 32 } 5 } 7 if q=2, forcing r<q10qn2, a contra-
diction. K
Lemma 5.6. L is not McL.
Proof. Assume L=McL, so n21, q7. If q3 then (q&1) }
|Aut L|p$>qn2 gives n28. Thus 16 and 10 do not divide n, so 11 |% r, and
also, provided q{7, 52 |% r and 26 |% r. It follows that r<qn2, a contradic-
tion. Therefore q=2. If 33 or 52 divides r, then 18 or 20 divides n, so n=36
or 40; but (2n&1, |Aut L| )<2n2 for these values of n. Hence r | 32 } 5 } 7 } 11.
As r>qn2 this forces n23. Finally, we check that (2n&1, |Aut L| )<2n2
for 21n23. K
Lemma 5.7. L is not Ru.
Proof. Suppose L=Ru, so 28n47. If q4 then the fact that
(q&1) |Aut L|p$>qn2 forces q=5, n=28; but (528&1, 4 |Aut L| )<514.
Hence q3. If r is divisible by 26, 52 or 29, then by 2.8, n is divisible by
16, 20 or 28, and hence n is 28, 32 or 40. We check that (qn&1, (q&1) }
|Aut L| )<qn2 for these values of n and q3. Therefore r divides
25 } 33 } 5 } 7 } 13, and so r<q14. K
Lemma 5.8. L is not J1 .
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Proof. Let L=J1 . The p-modular tables for J1 are given in [At,
ModAt]. By 5.1, n37; moreover for p5, the inequality (q&1) }
|J1 |>qn2 forces n18. Hence from the tables we see that either n=20,
q=2 or n=7, q=11. However, (220&1, |J1 | )<210 and (117&1,
10 |J1 | )<1172. K
Lemma 5.9. L is not Suz.
Proof. Suppose L=Suz, and assume first that n=12. Now r divides
(q12&1, (q&1) |Aut L| ), hence divides 2 } 3 } 52 } 7 } 13(q2&1). As r>q6
this forces q9. We now check that (q12&1, (q&1)|Aut L| )<q6 for
4q9, so q3. If q=3 then r | 7280 and r>729, so r=7280x with
x=1, 2, 4, 5, 7 or 8, and k=73x+1; but in no case does k divide v or
v&1, so this is impossible by 2.2. And if q=2 then Suz<L12 (2); this is
false, by [LPS, Appendix 2].
Thus 13n51 by 5.1. By [At], there is no such irreducible representa-
tion of Suz (or any covering group) in characteristic not dividing |Suz|, so
p13. Write q= pa. If either 27 or 34 divides r, then 16 or 27 divides an,
so an=16, 27, 32 or 48. We check that ( pan&1, ( pa&1) |Aut L| )<pan2
for these values of an, and p13. Consequently r | 26 } 33 } 52 } 7 } 11 }
13(q&1). When p5 it now follows that n<18 and q= p; but we check
that ( pn&1, ( p&1) |Aut L| )<pn2 for 13n17 and 5p13. Thus
p3. Now r>pan2 forces an26 if p=3 and an38 if p=2. First con-
sider p=3. If r is divisible by 25, 52, 7 or 11, then an is divisible by 8, 20,
6 or 5, so an=16, 18, 20, 24 or 25. Thus a=1; but we check that (3n&1,
2 |Aut L| )<3n2 for these values of n. Hence r | 24 } 5 } 13, so r<31323n2,
a contradiction. Finally, let p=2. If r is divisible by 33, 52, 11 or 13, then
an is divisible by 18, 20, 10 or 12, so an=18, 20, 24, 30 or 36. Then a2,
and we check that (2an&1, (2a&1) |Aut L| )<2an2 for these values of an.
Hence r | 32 } 5 } 7, forcing n16. But (2n&1, |Aut L| )<2n2 for
13n16. K
Lemma 5.10. L is not J3 .
Proof. Suppose L=J3 , and assume first that p is odd. The subgroup
L2 (16) of J3 shows that n15, by [LS]. Now (q&1) |Aut L|p$>qn2 gives
q13, q{9 and also n25. If q>5 then the character tables of L and its
covering group in [At] force n=18; but (q18&1, (q&1) |Aut L| )<q9 for
q=7, 11, 13. Hence q=3 or 5. Now if r is divisible by 25, 32, 17 or 19, then
n is divisible by 8, 6, 16 or 9, whence n=16, 18 or 24; but (qn&1,
(q&1) |Aut L| )<qn2 for these values of n. Therefore r | 24 } 3 } 5, so r<qn2,
a contradiction.
Thus p=2, q=2a. Suppose 19|r. Then 18 | an, so an=18 or 36 and a2
or 4 respectively. Now (218&1, 3 |Aut L| )=33 } 19=29+1. Hence if
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an=18 then r=513; however a glance at [At, p. 82] shows that G0 has no
nontrivial action of this degree. Also (236&1, (2a&1) |Aut L| )<218. Hence
r is not divisible by 19; similarly, 17 |% r. We now have r dividing
(q&1) } 35 } 5, hence n21, an27. If 9 | r then 6 | an, so an=12, 18 or 24,
giving either r<qn2 as usual, or an=18, r=513, which is impossible as
above. Hence r | (q&1) } 3 } 5, giving r<qn2, a contradiction. K
Lemma 5.11. L is not J2 .
Proof. Suppose L=J2 , and assume first that n=6. As 52 does not
divide |L6 (q)| for q=2, 3, 7, we have q4 and q{7. Also r divides
(q6&1, (q&1) |Aut L| ), hence divides 21(q2&1). As r>q3, it follows that
q19, and also q{8, 9, 13 or 16. If q=19 then r | 7560 and r>193, forcing
r=7560, k=6224; but then b=vrk  Z. Similarly, if q=11 or 17 then
r=2520 or 6048 and b  Z. Thus q=4 or 5. When q=4, r | 315, so r=315
or 105 and k=14 or 40, contrary to 2.2. And when q=5, r|504, so
r=504x with x4; but from [At, p. 42] we see that G0 has no transitive
action of degree r.
Thus n7, and n25 by 5.1. From the tables for J2 and its covering
group in [At, ModAt], it follows that either n=14 with q= p or p2, or
n=21 with q= p or p2, or n=13, q=9. In all case we check that (qn&1,
(q&1) |Aut L| )<qn2. K
Lemma 5.12. L is not a Mathieu group.
Proof. Suppose L is a Mathieu group. From the tables in [At, ModAt]
and inequality (q&1)|Aut L|p$>qn2, we deduce that (n, q) is as in the
following table:
L possibilities for (n, q)
M11 (5, 3), (10, p), (11, p)
M12 (10, p), (10, p2), (11, p), (12, p), (15, 3)
M22 (6, 4), (10, p), (10, p2), (21, 3)
M23 (11, 2), (22, 3)
M24 (11, 2), (22, 3), (23, 5)
The only cases where (qn&1, (q&1) |Aut L| )>qn2 are (n, q)=(5, 3),
(6, 4), (10, 2), (12, 2). In these cases we find that r=22, 315 or 105, 33, 315
or 105, respectively. In the first case k=12, and b=vrk  Z; in the second
and fourth, k=14 or 40, which contradicts 2.2; and in the third we check
from [At] that G0 has no transitive action of degree r=33. K
This completes the proof that L=G ()0 Z(G
()
0 ) is not a sporadic group.
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6. THE CASE WHERE L IS A GROUP OF LIE TYPE
IN CHARACTERISTIC p
In this section we assume that L=G ()0 Z(G
()
0 ) is a group of Lie type
in characteristic p, and show that the Main Theorem holds in this case. In
view of our assumptions (1), (2), (3) at the beginning of Section 3, this
amounts to showing that L=2B2 (q)(q=22e+1) and S is a Lu neburg affine
plane of order q2, as in Examples 1.2.
Recall that V=Vn (q) is an absolutely irreducible module for G ()0 ,
realised over no proper subfield of Fq . Write q= pa, and suppose that
L=L(s) is of Lie type over Fs , where s is a power of p.
Lemma 6.1. There is a positive integer u, and a faithful irreducible
projective F pL-module of dimension t, such that at least one of the following
holds:
(i) s=qu and dim V=n=tu;
(ii) L is of type 2Al , 2Dl or 2E6 , s=qu2, u is odd, and n=tu;
(iii) L is of type 3D4 , s=qu3, u is not divisible by 3, and n=tu;
(iv) L is of type 2B2 , 2G2 or 2F4 , s=qu, and ntu.
Proof. This is immediate from [KL, 5.4.6 and 5.4.7]. K
Note that [KL, 5.4.6] also gives information about the structure of V as
a tensor product of t-dimensional modules when u>1.
Lemma 6.2. If U is a Sylow p-subgroup of L, then r divides (q&1) }
|L : NL (U )|. In particular, (q&1) |L: NL(U )|>qn2.
Proof. Let G 0=G0 (G0 & Fq*), so L IG 0 . By [Cu, 4.3(c)], U fixes a
unique 1-space in V, which is therefore fixed by NG 0 (U ). As G 0=LNG 0 (U )
by the Frattini argument, we deduce that G 0 has an orbit on P1 (V ) of size
dividing |L : NL (U )|. The result now follows from 2.1(iii). K
Of course, NL (U ) is a Borel subgroup of L. Let l be the rank of the sim-
ple algebraic group over F p corresponding to L, and let N be the number
of positive roots in the corresponding root system.
Lemma 6.3. We have (q&1) |L : NL (U )|<qu(N+l ).
Proof. By 6.1, we have squ. If L is of untwisted type, then
|L : NL (U )|= ‘
i # X
(si&1)(s&1),
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where X is a set of positive integers with sum N+l, and the conclusion
follows. For L of type 2Al , 2Dl or 2E6 , some of the factors are replaced by
(si+1)(s+1), which is less than (si&1)(s&1). Finally, when L is of type
3D4 , 2B2 , 2G2 or 2F4 , then |L: NL (U )| is at most (s8+s4+1)(s6&1) }
(s2&1), (s2+1), (s3+1) or (s6+1)(s4&1)(s3+1), respectively, and the
result again follows. K
Combining the previous two lemmas gives:
Lemma 6.4. We have n=dim V<2u(N+l ).
Let Rp (L) denote the minimal dimension of a faithful projective
representation of L in characteristic p. The values of Rp (L) are given by
[KL, 5.4.13]. In Table III, below, we record the values of Rp (L) and N+l.
Lemma 6.5. We have u=1.
Proof. By 6.1, nRp (L)u; hence by 6.4,
Rp (L)u<2u(N+l ). (V)
Suppose u2. From the values given in Table III, we see that L must
be of type A=l , Bl , Cl or
2B2 . Moreover, when L=Bl (qu) with l3, q odd,
we have Rp (L)=2l+1, which contradicts (V); and when L= 2B2 (qu) we
have |L : NL (U )|=q2u+1, and hence n<2(2u+1) by 6.2, whereas
nRp (L)u=4u, a contradiction. Thus L is of type A=l or Cl .
First suppose L is of type A=l . When l=1, L=L2 (q
u), and 6.2 gives
(q&1)(qu+1)>qn2, whence n<2(u+1). Since n=tu2u, this forces
u=2, n=4; but then L=P0&4 (q), a member of the family C8 of subgroups
of 1Ln (q), dealt with in Section 3and in fact this does not occur, by 3.2
and 3.3. Thus l2. Now (V) gives (l+1)u<ul(l+3), forcing either u=2 or
TABLE III
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u=3, l=2. In the latter case, 6.2 in fact gives n<24, whereas n
(l+1)u=27. Hence u=2. Then n=t2<2l(l+3). This forces t<(l+1)22,
and also t<l(l+1)2 when l3. Hence by [Li1, 1.1] we have t=l+1.
Now [KL, 5.4.6] implies that L=Al (q2) and V Fq2=WW (q), where
W=Vl+1 (q2), the usual (projective) module for L.
When L=Cl (qu) with l2, we have (2l )utu<2u(l 2+l ), which forces
u=2, t=2l. Hence as above, V Fq2=WW (q), where W=V2l (q2), the
usual (projective) module for L.
Thus in any case we have L=Ld (q2) or PSpd (q2), and V Fq2=
WW (q), where W=Vd (q2). A basis for the Fq -realisation of V is given
in the proof of [Li2, 2.4], and contains elements of the form vv. Hence
G0 has an orbit on vectors of size (q2d&1)(q&1)(q2&1), and so r divides
this number. Thus qn2<r<q2d&1, and as n=d 2, it follows that d3.
We dealt with the case where d=2 above, so L=L3 (q2), n=9 and r
divides (q6&1, q9&1), hence divides q3&1. But this means that r<qn2,
a contradiction. K
The previous two lemmas give
n=dim V<2(N+l ).
The next lemma lists all the possibilities for the module V satisfying this
bound. The notation is standard, as explained in [KL, Section 5.4], for
example; in particular, M(*) denotes the irreducible module with high
weight *. In the statement, the term ‘‘quasiequivalent’’ means ‘‘equivalent,
up to auto-morphisms of L’’.
Lemma 6.6. As a projective FqL-module, V is quasiequivalent to one of
the modules M(*) given in Table IV below.
Proof. Since dim V<2(N+l ), the result follows directly from [Li2,
2.10] and [Li1, 1.1], except when L is of type A=l , Cl or E
=
6 . (Note that the
natural modules M(*1) for classical groups L are not listed in the table,
since if V=M(*1) then G0 is in the class C8 of subgroups of 1Ln (q),
hence is dealt with by 3.2 and 3.3.) In the exceptional cases we
have dim V<l 2+3l, 2l 2+2l or 84, respectively, so we require slight
improvements of the bounds in [Li2, 2.2, 2.7, 2.10]. These improvements
are very easily achieved with the proofs of these results in [Li2]. K
Lemma 6.7. L is not a classical group.
Proof. Suppose L is classical; write L=Cld (s), where d is the minimal
dimension of a projective L-module in characteristic p. By 6.1 and 6.5, we
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TABLE IV
have s=qx, where x=1 unless L is of type U or P0&, in which case x=1
or 12. By 6.6, we may take V=M(*), where * is as in Table IV. By [Li2,
2.3], the stabilizer in L of a maximal 1-space of V is a parabolic subgroup
corresponding to the set of fundamental roots on which * does not vanish.
Call this parabolic subgroup P* . Then by 2.1(iii),
r divides (q&1) |L : P* |. (-)
Suppose first that *=*2 . Note that when L is unitary we have
L=Ud (q12) (rather than Ud (q)): this is because in the unitary case, the
only case where M(*2) is realised over Fs (and hence s=q) is when d=4;
however in this case n=6 and L=P0&6 (q), which is a C8-subgroup dealt
with in Section 3.
Hence (q&1) |L : P* | is as follows:
type of L (q&L) |L : P*|
L=d divides (q
d&1)(qd&1&1)(q2&1)
Cl , Bl (q2l&1)(q2l&2&1)(q2&1)
D=l (q
2l&2&1)(ql&=)(ql&2+=)(q2&1)
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Now if L=L=d(q
x), then the fact that r>- v, together with (-), forces
q2d&(52)>qn2 with n=d(d&1)2, whence
d(d&1)2<4d&5.
This implies that d7. Note that d{4 (since L{P0=6(q) when n=6, as
noted above). Hence d=5, 6 or 7. If d=5 then r divides ((q5&1)(q2+1),
q10&1), hence divides 2(q5&1). As r>q5, this forces r=2(q5&1), so
k=(q5+3)2, contrary to 2.2. If d=6 then r divides ((q5&1)(q4+q2+1),
q15&1), hence divides (q5&1)(q2+q+1); then r>q152 forces q=2,
r=31.7, so k=152, again a contradiction to 2.2. And if d=7 then r divides
(q7&1)(q2+q+1), which is less than q212. This deals with L of type L=d
in this case (*=*2).
Now consider L of type Cl , Bl or D =l , still with *=*2 . When l=2 we
have L=P05 (q) with n=5, which is not so by Section 3. Thus l3. As
r>- v, we have, from the above table,
4l&2&(32)>n2(l(2l&1)&2)2.
This gives l3. Therefore l=3 and so L is of type C3 or B3 . Here r divides
(q6&1)(q2+1), so n<18, and hence L=C3 (q) and n=13 or 14. But then
((q6&1)(q2+1), qn&1)<qn2, a contradiction. This completes the argu-
ment for the case where *=*2 .
Next suppose *=2*1 , so that L is of type L=d or Cl , and p is odd. Here
|L : P* |=(qd&1)(q&1), so r divides qd&1 and hence n<2d. This forces
d=2, n=3; but then L=P03 (q) with n=3, dealt with in Section 3.
Now suppose V is a spin module, so that *=*l for L of type Bl (or Cl
with p=2), and *=*l&1 or *l for L of type D =l . Note that in the latter case
with ==&, we have L=D&l (q
12), as the spin modules for D&l (q) are not
realised over Fq . Now |L : P* |=(ql+1)(ql&1+1) } } } (q+1) if L is of type
Bl , Cl , and |L : P* | divides (ql&1+1) } } } (q+1) if L is of type D=l . Hence
by (-) and the fact that r>- v,
1+l(l+1)2>n2=2l&1, if L is of type Bl , Cl ,
[1+l(l&1)2>n2=2l&2, if L is of type D=l .
For L of type Bl , Cl this forces l4; and for L of type D=l it forces l5.
If L=B3 (q), D4 (q) or D&4 (q
12), then r divides ((q3+1)(q4&1), q8&1);
hence r=2(q4&1) and so k=(q4+3)2, contradicting 2.2. And if L=
B4 (q) or D=5(q) then r divides ((q
3+1)(q8&1), q16&1), so r=2(q8&1),
again impossible.
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By 6.6, the cases remaining are
L=L=d(q
x), *=*3 , (1+ pi)*1 , *1+ pi*d&1 , *1+*d&1 , and
L=C3 (q)(q odd), *=*3 .
In the last case n=14 and |L : P* |=(q3+1)(q2+1)(q+1), so r divides
((q4&1)(q3+1), q14&1), giving r<q7, a contradiction.
Now consider L=L=d (q
x). First suppose *=*3 , so d6. If d7 then
L=Ld (q) or Ud (q12), so r divides (qd&1)(qd&1&1)(qd&2&1)(q3&1) }
(q2&1), whence 3d&7>n2=d(d&1)(d&2)12, which is false. Hence
d=6. Here x=1, that is, L=L=6(q), and r divides ((q
5&=)(q3+1)(q2+1),
q20&1), giving r<q10, a contradiction. If *=(1+ pi)*1 then n=d 2 and r
divides qd&1, forcing d 2<2d, which is not so. And if *=*1+ pi*d&1 (with
d3), then n=d 2 and r divides ((qd&1)(qd&1&1)(q&1), qd2&1), forcing
r<qn2 again. Finally, let *=*1+*d&1 (d3), so n=d 2&$ with 0$2.
Then r divides (qd&=d)(qd&1&=d&1)(q&1)(q&=), whence 2d&1>n2
(d 2&2)2, forcing d=3. Here, n=7 or 8, and if == + then r divides
((q3&1)(q2&1), qn&1), while if == & then r divides ((q3+1)(q&1)2,
qn&1), both of which give r<qn2. This completes the proof. K
Lemma 6.8. If L is an exceptional group of Lie type, then L= 2B2 (q)
with q=22e+1, and S is a Lu neburg affine plane of order q2.
Proof. As in the proof of the previous lemma, we have V=M(*) with
* as in Table IV, and r divides (q&1)|L: P* |. We deduce that r is as in the
following table:
L * r divides
G=2(q) *1 (q
6&1, q7&$p, 2&1)
*2 (q6&1, q14&7$p, 3&1)
F =4(q) *4 ((q
12&1)(q4+1), q26&$p, 3&1)
*1 ((q12&1)(q4+1), q52&26$p, 2&1)
E =6(q
x) *1 ((q9&1)(q8+q4+1), q27&1)
*2 \(q
12&1)(q9&=)(q4+1)(q&1)
(q3&=)(q&=)
, q78&$p, 3&1+
E7 (q) *7 ((q14&1)(q9+1)(q5+1), q56&1)
*1 ((q18&1)(q14&1)(q6+1)(q4&1), q133&$p, 2&1)
E8 (q) *8 ((q30&1)(q24&1)(q10+1)(q6&1), q248&1)
3D4 (qx) *4 (x=13) ((q4&1)(q3+1), q8&1)
*2(x=1) ((q8+q4+1)(q6&1), q28&2$p, 2&1)
2B2 (q) *2 ((q2+1)(q&1), q4&1)
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As r>qn2, it follows from this table that one of the following holds:
(i) L=G2 (q) with *=*1 , p=2, n=6;
(ii) L= 3D4 (q13) with *=*4 ;
(iii) L= 2B2 (q).
In case (i), G0 is transitive on the nonzero vectors of V, contrary to our
assumption (2) at the beginning of Section 3. In case (ii), the fact that
r>qn2 forces r=2(q4&1), whence k=(q4+3)2, contradicting 2.2.
Therefore case (iii) holds, L= 2B2 (q), n=4 and r divides (q2+1)(q&1).
Say r=(q2+1)(q&1)y, with yq&1. Then k=(q2+ y&1)y. As q is
even, k|v by 2.3. Hence y=1 and k=q2=- v. Therefore S is an affine
plane and the conclusion follows from 2.7(vii). K
This completes the work of this section, showing that the Main Theorem
holds when L=G ()0 Z(G
()
0 ) is a group of Lie type in characteristic p.
7. THE CASE WHERE L IS A GROUP OF LIE TYPE IN
p$-CHARACTERISTIC
In this section we complete the proof of the Main Theorem by obtaining
a contradiction when L=G ()0 Z(G
()
0 ) is a group of Lie type in p$-charac-
teristic (and is not isomorphic to an alternating group). (Note that there
are of course a number of examples under 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 in this case, but
none of them satisfy assumptions (1), (2), (3) made at the beginning of
Section 3.)
Assume then that L is of Lie type in p$-characteristic, and is not
isomorphic to an alternating group.
Lemma 7.1. L is one of the following groups:
L2 (s), s59
L3 (s), s5
L4 (3)
PSp4 (s), s9, s{8
PSp6 (s), s=2, 3, 5
PSp8 (s), s=2, 3
PSp10 (3)
U3 (s), s5
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U4 (s), s3
U5 (2), U6 (2), U7 (2)
07 (3), 0 \8 (2)
2B2 (8), G2 (3), G2 (4), 3D4 (2), 2F4 (2)$, F4 (2).
Proof. We know that nRp$ (L), the smallest degree of a faithful pro-
jective representation of L over a field of p$-characteristic. Lower bounds
for Rp$ (L) are given by [LS]. Also we have
(q&1) |Aut L|p$>qn2qRp$(L)2. (V)
The groups in the conclusion are those groups L which satisfy this
inequality with the bounds of [LS] substituted for Rp$ (L). K
Lemma 7.2. If L=L2 (s), then one of the following holds:
(i) L=L2 (7) and (v, r, k)=(36, 56, 14) or (56, 252, 63);
(ii) L=L2 (13) and (v, r, k)=(46, 273, 16).
Proof. Suppose L=L2 (s). As we are assuming S $% Ac , we have
s{4, 5 or 9. The p-modular character table of SL2 (s) is given by [Bu] (see
[ModAt] for the cases s32). From this table we see that n is one of the
numbers (s\1)2 (s odd), s\1 and s. In particular, n(s&1)(2, s&1).
If s29 then (V) forces q3 and n=(s\1)2. However, we check that
(qn&1, (q&1) |Aut L| )<qn2 for 29s59 and these values of q, n.
If L=L2 (27) then n=13, 14, 26, 27 or 28, and (V) gives either q=2 or
4, or (q, n)=(5, 13). Again we check that (qn&1, (q&1) |Aut L| )<qn2 in
all cases.
Next let L=L2 (25). Here n=12, 13, 24, 25 or 26, and (V) forces either
q4 or (q, n)=(7, 12). We check that the only case in which
(qn&1, (q&1) |Aut L| )>qn2 is (q, n)=(2, 12). In this case r | 195 and
r>64, hence (r, k)=(195, 22) or (65, 64). The former is impossible as it
gives b=vrk  Z; and if the latter holds, S is an affine plane and the con-
clusion follows from 2.7(vi).
A similar argument handles the cases where 16s23: here (V) gives
q13, and the only cases in which (qn&1, (q&1) |Aut L| )>qn2 are
(s, q, n)=(19, 4, 9), (17, 2, 8). In the first case r=513, k=512 and S is an
affine plane, so the result follows from 2.7(vi); in the second, (r, k)=(51, 6)
or (17, 16), which are out by 2.2 and 2.7(vi).
Now let L=L2 (13). Here n=6, 7, 12, 13 or 14. Suppose p3. Then (V)
forces either n7 or q=3. In the latter case, the fact that
(qn&1, (q&1) |Aut L| )>qn2 gives n=12, r=1456, k=366, contrary to
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2.2. Hence n=6 or 7; moreover, q= p by (V). If n=7 then r | 7( p&1), so
r<p72. Hence n=6 and r divides 91( p2&1). In this representation we
have G ()0 =2 } L2 (13), so &1 # G0 , hence k | v by 2.3. Therefore k= p, p
2
or p3 and r=( p6&1)(k&1). This can only divide 91( p2&1) if p=3.
However, SL2 (13) is transitive on the nonzero vectors of V=V6 (3) (see
[He1]), so this contradicts assumption (2) at the beginning of Section 3.
To complete this case (L=L2 (13)), suppose now that p=2. From
[ModAt] we see that n=6, 12 or 14 and q=4, 8 or 2, respectively. Also
k|v by 2.3. The only possibility is that (n, q, r, k)=(6, 4, 273, 16), as in con-
clusion (ii).
Next consider L=L2 (11), so |Aut L|=23 } 3 } 5 } 11. Assume first that
p3. We have n=5, 6, 10, 11 or 12, and r divides 55(q&1), 3(q2&1),
55(q2&1), 11(q&1) or 30(q2&1), respectively. Hence we see that the only
possibility in which r>qn2 is (n, q)=(5, 3); here r=22, but this gives
k=12, contrary to 2.2.
Now let p=2. From [ModAt] we see that (n, q)=(5, 4), (10, 2) or
(12, 4). Now the fact that r>qn2 forces qn=210, r=33, k=32. Then S is
an affine plane and the result follows from 2.7(vi).
If s=8 then n=7, 8 or 9, and r divides 7(q&1), 4(q2&1) or 63(q&1),
respectively, giving r<qn2.
To complete the proof of the lemma, let L=L2 (7), so |Aut L|=24 } 3 } 7.
As L$L3 (2) we can take p{2, 7. We have n=3, 4, 6, 7 or 8, and r divides
21(q&1), 2(q2&1), 21(q2&1), 7(q&1) or 4(q2&1), respectively. Hence
n{7 or 8; and if n=4 then r=2(q2&1) and k=(q2+3)2, contrary to
2.2. Now let n=6. Then q<21 as r>q3. We now check that the fact that
(q6&1, (q&1) |Aut L| )>q3 forces q=3 or 5. When q=5 we have r=168,
k=94, contrary to 2.2. And when q=3, (r, k) must be (56, 14) or (28, 27);
the first possibility is in conclusion (i), and the second is out by 2.7(vi).
Finally, let n=3. From [At,ModAt] we see that q= p or p2, and q= p
if and only if &7 is a square in Fp , which occurs if and only if p#1, 2 or
4 mod 7.
We first handle all the cases where q31; for these, q=9, 11, 23 or 25.
If q=9 and r divides (93&1, 27 } 3 } 7)=56. Hence (r, k)=(56, 14) or
(28, 27); the latter is out by 2.7(vi) and the former is in (i). If q=11 then
r|70, hence (r, k)=(70, 20), contrary to 2.2. When q=23, r|154, hence
r=154 and k=80, again contradicting 2.2. And when q=25, we have
(r, k)=(252, 63) or (126, 125), and again the latter is out by 2.7, and the
former is in (i).
Now suppose q37. We know that r divides 21(q&1); write r=
21(q&1)x. Since r>q32, we have
x<21(q&1)q32<21q12<4.
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Therefore x=1, 2 or 3, and k=(q2+q+22)21, (2q2+2q+23)21 or
(q2+q+8)7, respectively. However, it is easily checked that none of these
can divide v or v&1, contrary to 2.2. K
Lemma 7.3. Case 7.2(i) cannot occur.
Proof. In this case, L=L2 (7) and r=4k, hence b=4v. If l is a line of
the linear space S, then Tl=1 by 2.2, so Gl is isomorphic to a subgroup
H0 of G0 , and |G0 : H0 |=|G0 |  |Gl |=4. As neither L nor Aut L=L.2 has
a subgroup of index 4, it follows that G0 contains the scalar &1. But this
implies that k | v by 2.3, which is not so. K
Lemma 7.4. Case 7.2(ii) cannot occur.
Proof. The following proof is due to Buekenhout, Doyen and
Delandtsheer.
We have L=L2 (13), V=V6 (4), and (r, k)=(273, 16). Let Z$Z3 be the
group of scalars in GL(V ). Since any subgroup of index 2 in G0 is still
transitive on the 273 lines through 0, we may take G0=L or L_Z (with
L intransitive on the 273 lines in the latter case). In the first case, G0l $22,
where l is a line through 0; and in the second, G0l $A4 or D12 , Z has 91
orbits of length 3 on the 273 lines, and L has 3 orbits of length 91.
By 2.2, each line l through 0 is a 4-dimensional F2 -subspace of V; and
for a subgroup H of G0l , fix l (H ) is an F2-subspace of l. Also, G0<GL6 (4),
so for HG0 , fixV (H ) is an F4 -subspace of V.
Suppose first that G0l $22 or A4 , and let Hl be the normal subgroup 22
of G0l . Then Hl fixes m(l )=1, 3, 7 or 15 points of l*=l&[0]. Moreover,
Hl is generated by any two involutions fixing a common point x # fixV (Hl),
or equivalently stabilizing a common line l $. Hence the sets fixV (Hl) inter-
sect pairwise in [0], and the transitivity of G0 on lines through 0 forces
m(l ) to be constant.
Now NL (H l)$A4 is maximal in L, so is the full stabilizer of fixV (Hl) in
L. Since Z stabilizes all the sets fixV (Hl), there are 91 of them, and each
Hl stabilizes 3 lines. Consequently, 3m(l ) divides fixV (H l)&1. Since the lat-
ter has size 4i&1 for some i, we deduce that either m(l )=1, or fixV (H l)
is a 3-space in V over F4 . In the latter case, the 91 sets Hl contain a total
of 91(43&1)3 1-spaces of V (over F4); but this is more than (46&1)3,
the total number of 1-spaces in V.
Therefore m(l )=1. Let Hl=(:, ;); then in their actions on l$V4 (2),
: and ; are commuting involutions in GL4 (2), fixing just 1 common point
of l*. It follows that :, ; fix exactly 3 points of l*.
Counting the number of pairs (l, :), where l is a line through 0 and
: # Hl , shows that every involution : stabilizes 273.391=9 lines through 0.
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Consequently | fixV (:)| is divisible by 27, which is impossible as fixV (:) is
an F4 -subspace of V.
This establishes that G0 $D12 . For this case, we claim first that the
elements of order 3 in L are fixed-point-free on V&[0]. To see this, count
in two ways the number of pairs (l, {), where l is a line through 0 and {
an element of order 3 in L stabilizing l; this shows that the number of lines
through 0 stabilized by { is 27391=3. Now { fixes 0, 3 or 15 nonzero
points in each stabilized line; if this number is nonzero, it follows that
| fixV ({)|=1+9 or 1+45, which is impossible as fixV ({) is an F4-sub-
space. This establishes the claim.
Let Al , Bl , Cl be the classes of involutions of G0l , of respective sizes 3,3,1.
By counting suitable pairs as usual, we see that the number of lines l
through 0, such that a given involution in L is in Al (respectively Bl , Cl)
is 9 (respectively 9,3). Moreover, if _ # Cl , then fixl (_) is an F2 -subspace of
l$V4 (2), preserved by the elements of order 3 in G0l , so that | fixl* (_)|=3
or 15 by the claim of the previous paragraph. Hence 9 divides
| fixV (_)|&1, and so fixV (_) is a 3-space (over F4).
If | fixl* (_)|=15, then, since | fixV (_)|&1&45=18, _ fixes only one
nonzero point on each of the 18 lines l $ through 0 such that _ # Al $ _ Bl $ ,
contradicting the fact that no involution in GL4 (2) can fix only one non-
zero vector in V4 (2).
Therefore fix l (_)=4 is a 2-space (over F2) in l$V4 (2). Moreover, 4 is
not fixed by Z (since l is not), so the F4-subspace of V generated by 4 is
a plane 6 of 16 points. Since Z, and any element { of order 3 in G0l , fix
the sets, [0], (4)Z&[0] and 6, some orbit of Z on the 6 points in 6&4Z
intersects an orbit of ({) in more than 1 point. This contradicts the fact
that each orbit of Z intersects each orbit of L in exactly 1 point. K
Lemma 7.5. L is not L3 (s).
Proof. Suppose L=L3 (s), so s5 by 7.1. If s=5 then n30 by
[ModAt]; but then (V) fails. If s=3 then n12, and (V) forces
q=2, n19. As r divides (2n&1, |Aut L| ) and r>2n2, we must have
n=12, r=117 and k=36; but this contradicts 2.3.
Thus L=L3 (4), so |Aut L|=28 } 33 } 5 } 7. Suppose first that p5. Then
(V) gives n17, so by [At, ModAt] we have n=6, 8, 10, 12 or 15. If n=8
then r divides 20(q2&1) and r>q4, which is impossible with p5.
Similarly n{10, 12 or 15. If n=6 then r | 21(q2&1); also q= p and
G()0 =6.L (see [ModAt]), so k | v by 2.3. Therefore k= p, p
2 or p3, and
r=( p6&1)(k&1). This divides 21( p2&1) only when p=5 and k= p3, in
which case S is an affine plane and 2.7(iii) gives a contradiction.
Hence p=3. Again (V) implies n17, so by [ModAt], n=4, 6, 8, 10,
15 or 16 and q=9, 3, 9, 9, 3 or 9, respectively. We find that the only
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possibilities with r dividing (qn&1, (q&1) |Aut L| ) and greater than qn2
are (n, r, k)=(4, 160, 42), (6, 56, 14) or (6, 28, 27). Now G ()0 =2.L when
n=4 or 6 (see [ModAt]), so &1 # G0 , whence k | v by 2.3, so the last
possibility holds. But here S is an affine plane, which is impossible by
2.7(iii). K
Lemma 7.6. L is not L4 (3) or PSp4 (s).
Proof. If L=L4 (3) then by (V) and [ModAt] we have q=2, n=26;
but (226&1, |Aut L| )<213.
Now let L=PSp4 (s), so s9 and s{8 by 7.1. If s=7 or 9 then by
[LS], n24 or 40, respectively. Now (V) forces q3, 24n36 for s=7,
and q=2, 40n45 for s=9. In all cases we check that ((qn&1),
(q&1)|Aut L| )<qn2.
If s=5 then (V) and the character tables for L and 2.L in [At, ModAt]
force n=12 or 13; then ((qn&1), (q&1) |Aut L| ) divides 390(q2&1) or
13(q&1), respectively. As r>qn2, this forces n=12 and q4<390, hence
q4. From [ModAt] we see that q=4 if p=2, and q=9 if p=3. There-
fore q=4; but (412&1, 3 |Aut L| )<46.
If s=4 then (V) and [At, ModAt] force n=18; but then ((qn&1),
(q&1) |Aut L| )<qn2.
Finally, suppose s=3. Here |Aut L|=27 } 34 } 5. Also, as PSp4 (3)$U4 (2),
we may assume p{2, 3. The inequality (V) gives n11. Hence by [At,
ModAt], n=4, 5, 6 or 10. If n=5, 6 or 10, then r divides 5(q&1),
3(q2&1) or 5(q2&1), whence r<qn2. Therefore n=4. Here G ()0 =2.L, so
k | v by 2.3. Also q= p or p2, and q= p if and only if &3 is a square in Fp .
If q= p2 then r divides 20( p2&1), which is less than p4=qn2, as p5.
Hence q= p and r divides 10( p2&1). As k | v, we have k= p or p2, so
r=( p2+1)( p+1) or p2+1. But neither of these can divide 10( p2&1)
when p5. K
Lemma 7.7. L is not PSp6 (s).
Proof. If L=PSp6 (5) then (V) gives q=2, n77, and [LS] implies
n62. Thus n is not divisible by 20, and so by 2.8, r is not divisible by 52.
But then r5 |Aut L|5$<2n2.
Next consider L=PSp6 (3). Here |Aut L|=210 } 39 } 5 } 7 } 13, and n13
by [LS]. If p does not divide |L| (so p>13 or p=11), then (V) and the
tables in [At] force n=13 or 14; but then (qn&1, (q&1) |Aut L| )<qn2.
And if p=13 then (V) gives n17; but we check that (13n&1, 12
|Aut L| )<13n2 for 13n17.
Thus p7. Also an52 by (V) (where q= pa). If 26 or 33 divides r, then
8 or 9 divides an, so an=16, 18, 24, 27, 32, 36, 40, 45 or 48; we check that
( pan&1, ( pa&1) |Aut L| )<pan2 for these values of an and p=2, 5, 7.
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Therefore r divides 25 } 32 } 5 } 7 } 13 } (q&1)2$, 3$ . When p=5 or 7 we have
a2 (using (V)), so (q&1)2$, 3$=1. But then r<q132, a contradiction.
Hence p=2. If 13|r then 12|an, so an=24, 36 or 48, which is not so by
the previous check. Therefore r divides 32 } 5 } 7 } (q&1)2$, 3$, 13$ . This forces
q=2, r | 315 and n16; but (2n&1, |Aut L| )<2n2 for 13n16.
Finally, consider L=Sp6 (2). Here |Aut L|=29 } 34 } 5 } 7. The tables in
[At, ModAt], together with (V), imply that n=7, 8 or 15 if p{3, and
n=7, 8, 14 or 21 if p=3; and in all cases, q= p. The only possibility with
(qn&1, (q&1) |Aut L| )>qn2 is n=8, q=3, in which case r=160, k=42,
contrary to 2.2. K
Lemma 7.8. L is not PSp8 (s) or PSp10 (3).
Proof. If L=PSp8 (3) or PSp10 (3), then by [LS], n is at least 40 or
121, respectively, and (V) forces q=2, n78 or 138. This implies that 35
cannot divide r, hence r divides 34 } |Aut L| 2$, 3$ , so r<2n2. When L=
Sp8 (2), n28 by [LS], and (V) gives either q=3, n36 or q=5, n=28.
We check that (qn&1, (q&1) |Aut L| )<qn2 in these cases. K
Lemma 7.9. L is not U3 (s).
Proof. Suppose L=U3 (s). If s=5 then (V) and [At, ModAt] imply
q3 and n=20 or 28; and if s=4 then n=12 or 13. In all cases,
(qn&1, (q&1) |Aut L| )<qn2.
Now consider L=U3 (3), so |Aut L|=26 } 33 } 7. The tables in [At,
ModAt] and (V) imply n=6, 7 or 14. In the last two cases r divides
7(q&1) or 7(q2&1). Hence n=6, and q= p (by [At, ModAt]). Then
r | 21( p2&1). If p=2 then L=G2 (2)$ is transitive on V&[0], contrary to
assumption. If p7, then ( p6&1, ( p&1) |Aut L| )<p3. Hence p=5 and
r | 504, whence (r, k)=(252, 63) or (126, 125). In the latter case S is an
affine plane, and the result follows from 2.7(iii). In the former, r=4k,
whence b=4v. If l is a line, then Gl is isomorphic to a subgroup of index
4 in G0 ; since neither L nor Aut L=L.2 has a subgroup of index 4, it
follows that &1 # G0 . But then k | v by 2.3, which is a contradiction. K
Lemma 7.10. L is not U4 (3), U5 (2), U6 (2) or U7 (2).
Proof. If L=U4 (3) then (V) and [At, ModAt] force either n=15, 20
or 21, or (n, q)=(6, 4); and if L=U5 (2) then for the same reason, n=10
or 11. In all cases we check that (qn&1, (q&1) |Aut L| )<qn2.
When L=U6 (2), (V) and [LS] give either q= p11, 21n32 or
q=13, n=21; and when L=U7 (2), we obtain q=3 or 5, 42n45.
Again, (qn&1, (q&1) |Aut L| )<qn2 in all cases. K
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Lemma 7.11. L is not 07 (3) or 0 \8 (2).
Proof. If L=07 (3) then n27 by [LS], and (V) forces p5. If p=5
then q=5, n28; but (5n&1, 4 |Aut L| )<5n2 for n=27, 28. Therefore
p=2. Now (V) gives q=2, 27n46. If 33 or 13 divides r then n=36; but
(236&1, |Aut L| )<218. Thus r|32 } 5 } 7, giving r<2272, a contradiction.
When L=0=8(2), (V) and [At, ModAt] imply that either ==&, q=3,
n=34, or ==+, n=8 or 28. The only possibility with (qn&1, (q&1) }
|Aut L| )>qn2 is n=8. Here q= p, and r | 20( p2&1), hence p=3; then
r=160, k=42, contrary to 2.2. K
Lemma 7.12. L is not 2B2 (8), G2 (3), G2 (4), 3D4 (2), 2F4 (2)$ or F4 (2).
Proof. Suppose L is one of these groups, but L{F4 (2). Then all
p-modular tables for L and its covering groups are given by [At, ModAt].
Using this and (V) we find that the possibilities are as follows:
L= 2B2 (8): n=8 (q=5) or 14
L=G2 (3): n=14
L=G2 (4): n=12
L= 3D4 (2): n=25 or 26
L= 2F4 (2)$: n=26 or 27.
The only cases where (qn&1, (q&1) |Aut L| )>qn2 are (L, n, q)=
(2B2 (8), 8, 5) or (G2 (4), 12, 3). In the first case r divides 1248 and r>54,
so r=1248 and k=324, contradicting 2.2. And in the second, r divides
7280 and r>36, so r=7280x, k=73x+1 with x8; moreover, G()0 =
2 } L for this representation, so k | v by 2.3, which gives a contradiction.
Finally, let L=F4 (2). Here n44 by [LS], and (V) gives q=3, n56.
But we check that (3n&1, 2 |Aut L| )<3n2 for 44n56. K
We have now handled all the possibilities for L given by 7.1, so this com-
pletes the proof for the case where L is of Lie type in p$-characteristic.
The proof of the Main Theorem is now complete.
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